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General Items

2016 401k Retirement Plan Contribution Limits Announced -- Summary: The IRS announced cost of living
adjustments affecting dollar limitations for pension plans and other retirement-related items for tax year 2016. In
general, the pension plan limitations will not change for 2016 because the increase in the cost-of-living index did not
meet the statutory thresholds that trigger their adjustment. Source: 401khelpcenter.com

Using Behavioral Finance to Shape Participant Investment Decisions -- Summary: The field of
behavioral finance is not new, but employing its core tenets is gaining favor among investors, advisors, and plan
sponsors who recognize its value in influencing sound financial decisions. Plan sponsors can help retirement plan
participants take steps to improve their likelihood of a comfortable retirement by designing plans that not only make it
easy to save for retirement, but help them avoid costly behavioral errors. Source: 401khelpcenter.com

Four Reasons Why Plan Sponsors Should Care About Outcomes -- Summary: It's obvious why participants
have an interest in the retirement income of their retirement savings plans. Here are four reasons why plan sponsors
should care about outcomes. Source: Napa-net.org

403(b) Plans

Fiduciary Regulations: A Cautionary Tale for 403(b) Plan Sponsors -- Summary: The 403(b) industry has
seen a lot of changes over the past nine years. However, even with all the regulatory changes, the IRS and the DOL
have given non-profit organizations a lot of time to bring their plans into compliance. However, it now looks like the tide
may be shifting and we're starting to see a tightening of the regulatory reins. Source: Principal.com

Fiduciary and Plan Governance Material

Will Your Fiduciary Insurance Cover You When You Need It? -- Summary: Will that insurer your company
has been paying premiums to for all of these years stand behind you if you are sued for ERISA violations? Article
covers a few points to be considered in a thorough review of coverage. Source: Pensionsbenefitslaw.com

Insight: Studies, Research and White Papers

Reducing Leakage to Keep Participants on Track for Retirement -- Summary: Article addresses two
ways participants might empty their retirement asset pool and steps that a plan sponsor can take to help prevent
participants from negatively affecting their retirement readiness. The two ways are: hardship distributions and
distributions after a participant separates from employment. Source: Pension-Consultants.com

2015 Trends and Experience in DC Plans Survey -- Summary: With a vested interest in helping workers
accumulate sufficient retirement savings, employers have been busy bolstering their DC plan provisions and investment
offerings. This report finds that DC plans are changing in rapid ways as employers undertake rigorous reviews to
promote more participation, encourage greater savings, and improve investment funds. Source: Aon.com

2015 MassMutual Employee Benefits Security Study -- Summary: This research explores the disconnect
between the value employees place on their employer-provided benefits and other aspects of their lives, to understand
employees' perceptions of their benefits, and to determine the level of interest in employee benefits and personal
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finance guidance tools. Source: Massmutual.com (PDF File)

A Few Years Makes a Tremendous Difference in Retirement Savings -- Study -- Summary: While only
a few years separate working Americans ages 55-59 from those in their 60s, there are sharp differences in the savings
they have amassed and steps they have taken to prepare for retirement. That's one finding of Wells Fargo &
Company's annual Retirement Study. Study shows what a tremendous difference a few years can make when it comes
to retirement savings. Source: 401khelpcenter.com

Revisiting Company Stock in DC Plans -- Summary: Defined contribution plan participants have been advised
for decades on the benefits of diversification, but many still hold large portions of their account balance in employer
securities. That poses risks not only for the participants, but for plan sponsors as well. Source: Cfo.com

Court and Legal

ERISA Litigation's Legacy is Improved Plan Design -- Summary: Interview with ERISA Attorney Stephen
Rosenberg covering topic like: the change in the ERISA environment and its impact on benefit plan design; the biggest
fiduciary risks faced by plan sponsors and the best way to reduce or even eliminate them; and, the greatest fiduciary
liability to professionals that they least expect. Source: Fiduciarynews.com

Compliance and Regulatory Related

Year-End Update on Compliance Issues for Retirement Plans -- Summary: This Update identifies some
upcoming compliance deadlines and other reminders for employers that sponsor defined benefit and defined
contribution plans, including multiple-employer plans. Source: Sibson.com

401k Plan Sponsors Take Note, Year-End Notice Deadline Is December 1st -- Summary: As the
calendar year rapidly wanes, 401k plan required notices for calendar-year plans will soon be due. Three of the most
common year-end notices are Section 401k plan safe harbor notices, Qualified Default Investment Alternative notices,
and automatic contribution notices. These notices must be provided no more than 90 days (and not less than 30 days)
prior to the new plan year. Source: Natlawreview.com

401k Hardship Withdrawals Can Be Hard on HR -- Summary: Requests by 401k plan participants to take
hardship distributions from their accounts can turn into an administrative hardship for HR plan administrators, but there
are ways to make handling these requests work, both for employees and benefit managers. Source: Shrm.org
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